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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we present a new approach for sharing images between l players by exploiting the additive and
multiplicative homomorphic properties of two well-known public key cryptosystems, i.e. RSA and Paillier.
Contrary to the traditional schemes, the proposed approach employs secret sharing in a way that limits the
inﬂuence of the dealer over the protocol and allows each player to participate with the help of his key-image.
With the proposed approach, during the encryption step, each player encrypts his own key-image using the
dealer's public key. The dealer encrypts the secret-to-be-shared image with the same public key and then, the
l encrypted key-images plus the encrypted to-be shared image are multiplied homomorphically to get
another encrypted image. After this step, the dealer can safely get a scrambled image which corresponds to
the addition or multiplication of the l + 1 original images (l key-images plus the secret image) because of the
additive homomorphic property of the Paillier algorithm or multiplicative homomorphic property of the RSA
algorithm. When the l players want to extract the secret image, they do not need to use keys and the dealer
has no role. Indeed, with our approach, to extract the secret image, the l players need only to subtract their
own key-image with no speciﬁc order from the scrambled image. Thus, the proposed approach provides an
opportunity to use operators like multiplication on encrypted images for the development of a secure privacy
preserving protocol in the image domain. We show that it is still possible to extract a visible version of the
secret image with only l-1 key-images (when one key-image is missing) or when the l key-images used for the
extraction are different from the l original key-images due to a lossy compression for example. Experimental
results and security analysis verify and prove that the proposed approach is secure from cryptographic
viewpoint.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
With each passing day, digital communication is becoming increasingly vulnerable to malicious interventions or monitoring like hacking
or eavesdropping. The security of sensitive visual data in applications,
like safe storage, authentication, copyright protection, remote military
image communication or conﬁdential video-conferencing, requires new
strategies for safe transmission over insecure channel. There are two
common techniques used for the secure transmission of data, namely
cryptography and steganography. The conﬁdentiality can be ensured
making the message unreadable, with the help of secret keys, with
cryptography [1] and with steganography by hiding the message in
some innocent carrier signal [2]. Homomorphic cryptosystems are a
special type of cryptosystems that preserves group operations
performed on ciphertexts. A homomorphic cryptosystem has the
property that when any speciﬁc algebraic operation is performed on
the data input before encryption, the resulting encryption is same as if
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an algebraic operation is performed on the data input after encryption
[3]. Homomorphic property of public key cryptosystems has been
employed in various data security protocols like electronic voting
system, bidding protocols, cashing systems and asymmetric ﬁngerprinting of images [4].
The classical approach of applying cryptographic techniques to
visual data, e.g. an image, is to convert each pixel or block of pixels of
the image into a ciphered value and transmit it through some channel,
not necessarily secure, towards the receiver. The receiver applies the
decryption algorithm on the encrypted image to transform it back to
its original pixel form. Due to the large size of the visual data, larger
storage capacities, computation time and higher transmission
bandwidths are required. Keeping these three factors in view, most
of the existing systems rely on symmetric cryptosystem which, due to
the use of limited key size, produces a ciphered image that not only
requires low computation time during encryption or decryption but
also lower memories relative to the asymmetric cryptosystems [5–7].
Asymmetric cryptosystems usually employ relatively larger key sizes
for data encryption, resulting in higher memory and computational
costs. That is why even today they are employed for tasks like key
management and authentication.
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For the shared trust and distributed environment, secret sharing
schemes provide sufﬁcient security in various communication
applications. Secret sharing is a method to divide a secret S into
certain l number of shares i.e. s1, …, sl, where each individual share si
does not have any information about the secret S. The secret S can be
reproduced if k shares (with k ≤ l) are combined. Traditional secret
sharing schemes can be traced back to the (k, l) threshold scheme
which partitions the secret message into l shares and requires at least
k or more shares for the reconstruction. Secret sharing over visual data
is called Visual Secret Sharing (VSS), where the secret image is
required to be shared among a group of players and all the shares are
needed in the construction of the secret image [8,9]. The problem with
traditional secret sharing scheme is the possibility of dishonest dealer,
who may favor some individual or a group of players or may provide a
wrong share to some players. Similarly, the players are only at the
receiving and decryption end and lacks of player participation in the
encryption step limit the capabilities of the secret sharing scheme in
many applications.
Unlike the traditional secret sharing schemes, the proposed
scheme does not make shares of the original secret image but
constructs a combined secret from various key-images from the
players and there is only one resultant image which is to be shared
among all the players of the secret. Thus, this approach limits the
dealer's contribution in the creation of the secret shares and allows
the player participation for secret sharing trust. In this paper, we
provide two different applications, one employing the additive
homomorphic property of the Paillier cryptosystem [10] and the
other relying on the multiplicative homomorphic property of the RSA
cryptosystem [1] to share a secret image using l key-images for the
sharing, transfer and extraction of the original secret image. With the
proposed approach, the processing time to extract the secret shared
image is very low because it is based on simple arithmetic operations.
Moreover, the scrambled shared image preserves the original size. We
will also notice that the dealer does not intervene in the extraction
process and no speciﬁc order is followed while using the key-images
of the players.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an
introduction of Paillier and RSA with special reference to their
homomorphic property and we explain how to apply it to an image.
The proposed algorithms are detailed in Section 3, which begins with
an application scenario, followed by general steps of the proposed
approach. Due to the multiplicative homomorphic property of RSA,
the extracted image could have noisy pixels, therefore the probability
distribution of these noisy pixels and their effects is also presented in
Section 3. Experimental results along with the security analysis of the
proposed scheme are studied in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 gives a
brief summary and concluding remarks.
2. Previous work
We denote by Zn the set of integers modulo n, by Zn⁎ the set of
invertible elements modulo n, i.e. all integers that are relatively prime
to n, by gcd() the greatest common divisor, by lcm() the least common
multiple, by E() the encryption function, by D() the decryption
function, by ϕ(n) the total number of integers less than and relatively
primes to n, by M the message that is partitioned into the blocks m(i),
and by C the ciphertext that is partitioned into blocks c(i) in correspondence to m(i). In this paper, the term encryption refers to the
use of cryptographic encryption while the term scrambling refers to
other techniques which make the signal lose its signiﬁcance.
This section introduces some classical cryptographic protocols,
including both the symmetric and asymmetric cryptosystems. Paillier
and RSA cryptosystems are explained in detail with special reference
to their homomorphic character. Thereafter, we discuss the use of
cryptography in image domain along with the partitioning of image
into blocks for the use of larger key sizes for security. Finally, we
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present the standard protocol for image transmission and then give a
brief description of VSS schemes.
Extra storage capacities and special computation are required for
multimedia data, like images, videos or 3D objects, due to the
involvement of huge amount of data. Various cryptographic techniques are used for the secure transfer of multimedia data. Modern
image based cryptographic techniques may involve full encryption or
selective encryption of the image, depending on the application. Since
many applications require real time performance, partial encryption is
mostly preferred [11]. Encryption approaches can be divided into
symmetric-key cryptosystems or asymmetric-key cryptosystems. In
symmetric cryptosystems, the same key is used for both encryption
and decryption. Symmetric key cryptosystems are usually very fast
and easy to use. Since the same key is used for encryption and
decryption, the key needs to be securely shared between the emitter
and the receiver. In asymmetric cryptosystem, two different keys are
required: the public and the private keys. With the receiver's public
key, the sender encrypts the message and sends it to the receiver who
decrypts the message with his private key. Some known algorithms
are RSA [1], Paillier cryptosystems [10] and El Gamal [12]. RSA and El
Gamal are public-key cryptosystems which support the homomorphic
operation of multiplication modulo n whereas Paillier cryptosystem
supports the homomorphic addition of encrypted messages.
2.1. Paillier encryption scheme
Pascal Paillier proposed a cryptosystem which is based on composite degree residousity class problem [10]. The public and private
keys are generated as follows. Let n = p × q, where p and q are two
large and different prime numbers such that gcd(n, ϕ(n)) = 1,
calculate λ(n) = lcm(p − 1, q − 1) and choose g ∈ Zn⁎2 such that gcd
Þ
(L(g λ(n)mod n 2), n) = 1, where Lðt Þ = ðt−1
n . The public key is
composed of (n, g) and the private key is composed of λ(n). Thus,
the message space is represented by Zn and the cipher space is
represented by Zn⁎2, which means that the size of the cipher space
is square of the size of the message space.
For the encryption, the plaintext M is partitioned into blocks m(i)
such that m(i) b n and for each plaintext m(i) we get a ciphertext c(i).
Thus, given a message block m(i) with 0 ≤ m(i) b n, and a public key
(n, g), choose a random number ri ∈ Zn⁎, then the encryption c(i) of
m(i) is given by:
cðiÞ = EðmðiÞÞ ≡ g

mðiÞ n
ri

2

mod n :

ð1Þ

Given a ciphertext c(i) with 0 ≤ c(i) b n 2 and a private key λ(n), the
decryption m(i) of c(i) is given by:


L cλðnÞ mod n2
 mod n:
mðiÞ = DðcðiÞÞ ≡  λðnÞ
L g
mod n2

ð2Þ

Cryptosystems are either deterministic or probabilistic: deterministic cryptosystem produces the same ciphertext every time for the
same plaintext and keys while probabilistic cryptosystem, like Paillier,
includes a random number ri which produces different values for the
ciphertext providing the same plaintext.
Example: assume primes p and q are given as p = 7, q = 11, then
n = p × q = 77. Let g = 2, r1 = 5, r2 = 6 and let the two messages be
m1 = 4 and m2 = 5. Then, the encryption of m1 is given as: c1 ≡ g m1 × r1n
mod n 2 = 2 4 × 5 77mod 77 2 = 3436 and the encryption of m2 is given
as: c2 ≡ g m2 × r2n mod n 2 = 2 5 × 6 77 mod 77 2 = 4623.
2.2. RSA cryptosystem
RSA is a well known asymmetric cryptosystem, developed in 1978
[1]. The main procedure consists of selecting two large and different
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prime numbers p and q, calculating their product n = p × q and
selecting an integer e, which is relatively prime to ϕ(n) and with
1 b e b ϕ(n), where ϕ() is the Euler's function. We need to calculate d,
the inverse of e with d ≡ e − 1mod ϕ(n). The public key is composed of
the couple (e, n) and the private key is (d). For the encryption, the
plaintext M is also partitioned into blocks m(i) such that m(i) b n and
for each plaintext m(i) we get a ciphertext c(i):
e

cðiÞ = EðmðiÞÞ ≡ mðiÞ mod n:

ð3Þ

For the decryption, with the ciphertext c(i) we can obtain the
original plaintext m(i) by the equation:
d

mðiÞ = DðcðiÞÞ ≡ cðiÞ mod n:

ð4Þ

Example: assume primes p and q are given as p = 7, q = 17, then
n = p × q = 119. If e = 5, then gcd(ϕ(119), 5) = 1 and we get d ≡ e − 1
mod ϕ(n) = 77. Let the input message be m1 = 22 and m2 = 19, then
the encryption of m1 is given as: c1 ≡ 22 5mod 119 = 99 and the
encryption of m2 is given as: c2 ≡ 19 5mod119 = 66.
2.3. Homomorphism
Most of the well known asymmetric cryptosystems follow either
additive homomorphism or multiplicative homomorphism. A
function is said to be homomorphic if it obeys the following condition:
f ðx ⊕ yÞ = f ðxÞ ⊗ f ð yÞ;

ð5Þ

where ⊗ and ⊕ may be any distinct arithmetic operations. In
Cryptography, any encryption algorithm E() is said to be homomorphic if, given E(mx) and E(my), one can obtain E(mx ⊕ my) without
decrypting E(mx) and E(my) [13]. For E(), with Eq. (5) we have then:


 
E mx ⊕ my = Eðmx Þ ⊗ E my ;

ð6Þ

where ⊕ and ⊗ can be addition or multiplication. Usually the ⊕
operation is either addition or multiplication while the ⊗ operation is
multiplication. A decryption function D() is said to be homomorphic
if:

 
 

D Eðmx Þ ⊗ E my
= D E mx ⊕ my ;

ð7Þ

addition of the two plaintexts i.e. m3 = m1 + m2 ≡ 4 + 5 mod 77 = 9.
Hence Paillier supports homomorphic operation of addition modulo n 2
over the plaintext, presented in Eq. (9).
Example (RSA): with the values of the example presented in
Section 2.2 we have c3 = c1 × c2 ≡ 99 × 66 mod 119 = 108. Applying the
decryption algorithm over c3 results in 61, which is equivalent to
the multiplication of the two plaintexts i.e. m3 = m1 × m2 ≡ 22 × 19
mod 119 = 61. Hence RSA supports homomorphic operation of
multiplication modulo n, presented in Eq. (10).
2.4. Image encryption
If one considers the message space of an image limited to the size
of the pixel and does not want to increase the size of the encrypted
image, then the required key size is very limited. This makes the
secured image vulnerable to any brute force attack and an adversary
may be able to retrieve the key. Contrary to the limited-sized key, if
higher level security is provided through standard key size like 1024
bits, the overall size of the encrypted image may increase up to the
key-sized multiple its initial size, depending on the cryptosystem
involved. Extreme care must be taken while calculating the values of
the keys because the quality of the encrypted image depends on the
value of the public key and bad keys can produce encrypted images
which resemble the original image [14]. In the block-based image
encryption scheme, as described in Section 2 for plaintext M, the
image is partitioned into equal-sized blocks, depending on the size of
the key. The creation of block and encryption should be carried out in
such a way that the encrypted image does not reveal any structural
information about its original contents. Other recent approaches in
image security are based on chaotic functions, which are characterized by ergodicity (stochastic behavior of image), extreme dependence on initial condition and randomness in the image [15–17]. The
use of carrier image for the encryption of image has been presented in
[18] using private key cryptosystem in the frequency domain.
If the length of the encryption key is γ bits, then the number of
pixels, b, in each block is given by:
b = dγ = ke;

where k is the number of bits in a single pixel. 1 Let an image composed
of H × L pixels p(i), where 0 ≤ i b H × L, the construction of the block
values from the original image pixels p(i) is given as:

and then:

 
D Eðmx Þ ⊗ E my
= mx ⊕ my :

b−1

ð8Þ

With the algorithm of Paillier, the decryption obeys the following
homomorphic property: ∀m(i) ∈ Zn and i ∈ N,
 p
 p
2
D ∏ EðmðiÞÞmod n ≡ ∑ mðiÞmod n:
i=1

i=1

ð9Þ

Due to additive homomorphic property, Paillier cryptosystem is
widely used in electronic voting system.
Similarly, the decryption function of the RSA algorithm obeys the
following multiplicative homomorphism:
 p
 p
D ∏ EðmðiÞÞmod n ≡ ∏ mðiÞmod n:
i=1

ð10Þ

i=1

For the proposed approach, presented Section 3, we have used
these two properties.
Example (Paillier): with the values of the example presented in
Section 2.1 we have c3 = c1 × c2 ≡ 3436 × 4623 mod 77 2 = 837. Applying
the decryption algorithm over c3 results in 9, which is equivalent to the

ð11Þ

kj

mðiÞ = ∑ pði  b + jÞ × 2 ;
j=0

ð12Þ

where 0 ≤ i b ⌈H × L/b⌉ for the block-partitioned image.
For Paillier cryptosystem, to be applied on each block, let m(i) be
the ith constructed block of an image, then the encryption of m(i) is
given by Eq. (1), where m(i) is coded on γ bits and c(i) is coded on 2γ
bits. Similarly for RSA cryptosystem, the encryption of m(i) is given by
the Eq. (3), where m(i) and c(i) both are coded on γ bits.
After the decryption, the extraction of the original pixels from the
transformed blocked image is given by:
8
if
j=0
>
>
>
>
>
>
pði × b + jÞ ≡ mðiÞmod 2k
>
>
<
else
:
>
>
kð j + 1Þ
>
>
p
ð
i
×
b
+
j
Þ
≡
m
ð
i
Þmod
2
>
>
>
>
:
−∑lj−1
pðlÞÞ = 2kj
= 0

1

For example: 8 bits for a gray level image.

ð13Þ
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Fig. 1. Standard way for image transmission.

2.5. Standard protocol for image transmission
The standard protocol for secure data transfer is based on the
security of the keys. In a standard asymmetric procedure, if a user P1
wants to send an image M1 to user P2, he will ﬁrst encrypt the image
with the public key of the receiver i.e. P2. This encrypted image will be
then transmitted to the user P2 over a transmission channel, not
necessarily secured. At the receiving end, in order to read the image,
the user P2 will decrypt the image with his private key, as shown in
Fig. 1.
In the case where l players want to share and transmit an
encrypted image, a naive way would require l keys for the encryption
of the secret image. Each player will encrypt the image with his
private key and for the decryption of the secret shared image, each
player will be required to use his private key to decrypt the secret
image. The major disadvantage is the computational cost involved at
both the sending and receiving ends, as shown in Fig. 2.
2.6. Visual cryptography
Visual cryptography, introduced by Naor and Shamir [9], involves
the encoding of a secret image S into l shared images. These shared
images are distributed among the players but each of them does not
reveal any information about the secret image. Moreover, the secret
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image can only be revealed if the l shared images are stacked. In (k, l)threshold scheme, the secret S can only be reconstructed from any k
out of l shares but not fewer. The (k, l)-threshold scheme was further
extended to general access structures when the concept of qualiﬁed
sets and forbidden sets were introduced [19]. Here a set T = (1, …, l)
is called the participant set, which is partitioned into two subsets
called the qualiﬁed t(1)qual and the forbidden t(2)forb sets, such that,
t(1)qual ∩ t(2)forb = ϕ and the pair(t(1), t(2)) is called the general
access structure of the scheme. The minimal qualiﬁed set is deﬁned
as: Min(qualiﬁed) = {A ∈ t(1)qual:A′ ∉ t(1)qual, ∀A′ ⊂ A}.
VSS schemes were mostly applied on a single grayscale image but
further developments on multiple secret image sharing have been
proposed in [20]. One of the characteristics of the traditional visual
secret sharing schemes was that the reconstructed image had a lot of
noise, i.e. the reconstructed image was not 100% the original secret
image and that is why a number of methods were introduced for the
quality optimizations of the decrypted images [21]. Similarly the use
of multiple grayscale or color secret image in VSS schemes was
studied in [22–24].
Unlike VSS, the proposed approach is based on the contribution of
secret shares of all the players for the creation of a secret sharing
protocol using some public key cryptosystem. During the extraction of
the secret image, all the l secret shares are required which is
analogous to (l, l) scheme in VSS. It must be noted that for additive
homomorphic scheme the proposed approach can be used as (l − 1, l)
scheme for the extraction of a missing key-image being utilized in the
secret sharing process. Also the (l, l) scheme can be modiﬁed to (l , l)
scheme in additive homomorphism, where l represents any visual
distortions (such compression, ﬁltering, noise, …) in the key-images
during the process of extraction (presented Section 4.1). In the
proposed approach, presented in Section 3, the dealer wants to share a
secret image among l players, but to extract the shared image, the l
players do not need the dealer.

3. The proposed encryption method
In this section we ﬁrst give a scenario where the proposed
approach can be used. This is followed by an overview of the proposed
approach which includes the encryption and decryption steps
followed by the extraction of the secret shared image. We discuss
the problems of multiplicative homomorphic cryptosystem of RSA
during the extraction process, which can lead to visual loss of pixels
(noisy pixels) in the extracted shared secret image. We analyze the
probability distribution of such noisy pixels, due to RSA cryptosystem,
for various block sizes.

Fig. 2. A naive approach for encryption and decryption of shared secret image.
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3.1. Scenario
Assume that a secret image is to be shared by a dealer among a
group of l remote skeptic players. Since the players and the dealer do
not trust each other, traditional secret sharing schemes which require
the dealer to make share of the secrets, would not be applicable in this
scenario. We assume that each remote player has his own secret
image called key-image, which is used in the creation of the proposed
shared secret. The proposed secret sharing scheme makes a single
share which is given to each player as a secret shared image. The
secret image can be reconstructed when the shared secret image plus
the l key-images are combined together. If modern cryptographic
approaches are applied, the naive way would require l keys for the
encryption and the decryption of the shared secret image as described
in Section 2.5.
To accomplish this secret sharing, the dealer transmits to each
player a scrambled shared secret image which is constructed from all
the key-images of the l players. The l players can then together
construct the secret image. Note that the processing time is decreased
during the extraction of the secret image because no decryption
algorithm is required. We can also notice that the dealer has no role
during the extraction and the secret shared image has preserved the
original size.
3.2. Overview
As described in the scenario, the purpose of the proposed scheme
is to securely share a secret image among a group of l players and even
if an intruder gets a copy of the protected shared image, he must not
be able to extract the original secret image. Also, at the receiving end,
traditional arithmetic operation is used for the extraction of the secret
image. This reduces the load of decryption at each step. Thus
computation gain at the receiving end is achieved due to the use of
key-images. Let a secret image be shared among l participants, where
each of the l participants has his own key-image and all the images
have the same size. We take these l + 1 images –M1, …, Ml and the
secret image to be shared, Mx– and partition each image into blocks by

using Eq. (12). With the public key given by the dealer, an asymmetric
encryption is applied on each block of the l + 1 transformed images.
Note that the same public key is used for the individual encryption of
the l + 1 images.
After all the l + 1 images have been encrypted, the proposed
approach takes modulo multiplication of the l + 1 encrypted images in
a speciﬁc order so that none of the individual secret image is exposed
to any other participant and no information about the number of the
participants are revealed and thus get another encrypted image Cy.
Because of the homomorphic property, this encrypted image must be
the same if we had ﬁrst applied any arithmetic operation like addition
or multiplication over the l + 1 original images to get a scrambled
image and then apply a homomorphic encryption algorithm. This
encrypted image Cy is decrypted to get a scrambled image My which is
transferred over any insecure channel, to be shared among the
recipients. Since My contains components of all the l key-images and
the secret original image Mx, one can extract any one of the l + 1
original images if l key-images are available. At the receiving end, as
we have the l key-images and we have the scrambled image My, we
can then extract the secret original image Mx.
3.3. Encryption step
For each block of the l + 1 images M1, …, Ml and Mx, the proposed
scheme can be developed with the two homomorphic encryption
schemes presented in Section 2, Paillier and RSA, using Eqs. (1)
and (3).
The individual encryption of the l + 1 original images i.e. M1, …, Ml
(l key-images) and Mx (secret image) will result into l + 1 encrypted
images C1, …, Cl and Cx, respectively. Incremental multiplication of
each encrypted image with another encrypted image results in a new
encrypted image, which is fed-forward into the homomorphic
multiplication process till the secret encrypted image Mx is input to
give the ﬁnal encrypted image Cy in the end, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus
all the individual encrypted images are used in the process of securing
the secret image Mx but no individual key-image is revealed. Since
two different encryption schemes can be used, the size of each block

Fig. 3. Overview of proposed method.
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of the resultant encrypted image could also be different. Thus, if the
proposed scheme is applied over Paillier cryptosystem, each block of
the l + 1 encrypted images C1, …, Cl and Cx would have values between
0 and 2 2γ − 1 while for RSA cryptosystem the block values would
be between 0 and 2 γ − 1. After the step forward multiplication of all
the l + 1 encrypted images, modulo operation must be applied to get
scrambled blocks of Cy, codable on γ and 2γ bits. For Paillier algorithm,
the following equation is followed for the modulo operations:
cy ðiÞ ≡

!

l

2

∏ cl ðiÞ × cx ðiÞ mod n :

ð14Þ

l=1

For RSA the following equation is followed for the modulo
operations:
cy ðiÞ ≡

!

l

∏ cl ðiÞ × cx ðiÞ mod n:

ð15Þ

l=1
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We can compute inverse modulo of Eq. (16), which gives unique
values for the blocks mx(i) of the image Mx. Now if M1, …, Ml and My
are given and we want to extract Mx, it is similar to say that m1(i), …,
ml(i) and my(i) are given and we want to extract mx(i), i.e. we are
interested in solution of a modular equation if mx(i) is not known.
Since m1(i), …, ml(i) and my(i) are given, then from Eq. (16) we have:
mx ðiÞ ≡

!

l

my ðiÞ− ∑ ml ðiÞ mod n:
l=1

ð17Þ

With Paillier cryptosystem, the approach is totally reversible, we
can extract the secret shared image without loss. As illustrated in Fig. 4,
the processing time is decreased during the extraction of the secret
image because no decryption algorithm is carried out. We can also
notice that the dealer does not intervene in the extraction process and
no speciﬁc order of using the key-images of the players is necessary.
3.5. Decryption, extraction and reconstruction for RSA scheme

2

Note that the modulo operation is based on n while using Paillier
cryptosystem. The encrypted image Cy is built from the blocks cy(i)
and its decrypted image My is our intended image to be transferred or
shared through some channel, not necessarily secured.
3.4. Decryption and extraction for Paillier scheme
The block diagram for the decryption and extraction by the
proposed method, using the Paillier cryptosystem, is shown in Fig. 4.
At the receiving end, we have M1, …, Ml and My and we want to extract
Mx. Due to the additive homomorphic property of Paillier, we have
from Eqs. (9) and (14):

my ðiÞ ≡

l

my ðiÞ ≡

ð16Þ

!

l

∏ ml ðiÞ × mx ðiÞ mod n:

ð18Þ

l=1

The extraction of secret image mx(i) is given as:

!

∑ ml ðiÞ + mx ðiÞ mod n:

l=1

3.5.1. Extraction of the best solution
The process of decryption and extraction using RSA is analogous to
Paillier cryptosystem in Fig. 4 but since RSA is multiplicative
homomorphic, the operations in Fig. 4 are changed to multiplication.
At the receiving end, we have M1, …, Ml and My and we want to extract
Mx. Due to the multiplicative homomorphic property of RSA, we have
from Eqs. (10) and (15):

mx ðiÞ ≡

l

!
−1

my ðiÞ × ∏ ml ðiÞ
l=1

Fig. 4. Decryption and extraction of the protected shared image.

mod n:

ð19Þ
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The result presented in Eq. (19) holds only when the initial data set
do not contain factors of the prime product n = p × q. Indeed, during
the multiplicative inverse operation multiple solutions for the
extraction can appear. It means that multiplicative homomorphic
cryptosystem generates noise in the decryption and extraction
process due to prime multiplicity.
In order to explain the prime multiplicity problem in multiplicative homomorphic cryptosystem, we try to apply the proposed
scheme on two images which have pixel-block values which are
factors of the prime product. We assumed that a secret image Mx is to
be shared or transferred through insecure channel and a key-image
M1 is used as a carrier image for security. After the application of the
proposed scheme, a third image My is received which is now the secret
shared image. Now if the key-image M1 and shared image My are both
available, the extraction of the secret image Mx is possible, but this
extracted image Mx will have missing or noisy pixels which will
require post processing. The block diagram of the proposed method
using the RSA cryptosystem for extraction and reconstruction for two
images is shown in Fig. 5. Due to the multiplicative homomorphic
property of RSA, according to Eq. (18) we have:
my ðiÞ ≡ m1 ðiÞ × mx ðiÞmod n:

ð20Þ

We can do inverse modulo operation on Eq. (20), which gives
single values for the blocks m1(i) of M1 which are relatively prime to n
and multiple solutions for the blocks m1(i) which are not relative
primes to n. The reconstruction step consists in choosing the best
value among the multiple solutions for particular pixels in order to
reconstruct the original image Mx.
In order to explain the principles that make the extraction of the
second image Mx possible, let us consider that p and q are primes such
that p b q, and n = p × q. Let m1(i), mx(i) and my(i) three integers
between 0 and n-1, satisfying Eq. (20). Then, if M1 and My are given
and we want to extract Mx, it is similar to say that m1(i) and my(i) are
given and we want to extract mx(i). We are interested in the solution
of the above modular equation if mx(i) is not known. To extract mx(i),
we have two cases presented in Proposition 3.1.
Proposition 3.1. If m1(i) and n are relatively primes, then mx(i) has a
unique solution. Contrary to this, if m1(i) and n are not relative prime
then there exists p solutions if m1(i) is multiple of p, or q solutions if m1(i)
is multiple of q.
Proof 3.1. The ﬁrst part of the proposition is trivial, we explain the
second part i.e. the case where m1(i) and n are not relatively primes.
In this case, the only common divisors possible to m1(i) and n, are p and
q. That is, m1(i) is multiple of p or q. Suppose that m1(i) is multiple of
p, then m1(i) = k × p, where k ∈ {1, …, q − 1}. Thus, p divides m1(i) and
n, and from the Eq. (20)p also divides my(i). We can then write my ðiÞ =
p × m̃y ðiÞ, Eq. (20)signiﬁes that there exists an integer l such that:
k × p × mx ðiÞ = p × m̃y ðiÞ + l × p × q;

ð21Þ

and thus dividing by p gives:
k × mx ðiÞ = m̃y ðiÞ + l × q:

ð22Þ

Thus, we have:
k × mx ðiÞ ≡ m̃y ðiÞmod q:

ð23Þ

Since k is strictly less than q, it is relatively prime to q and thus
invertible modulo q, therefore:
−1

mx ðiÞ ≡ k

× m̃y ðiÞmod q:

ð24Þ

This single solution modulo q leads to p solutions modulo n for the
block mx(i): one before q, one between q and 2q and so on; in the case of
m1(i) is multiple of q, we have in the same way q solutions.
□
Since we may have multiple solutions for these noisy blocks of Mx,
indeed a lot of values would be factors of the initial primes p and q, so
they would give multiple solutions for each noisy block of Mx, these
solutions must be less than or equal to {1, …, q} and the original value
of the noisy block of Mx belongs to this solution set. We would keep
storing this solution set for each noisy block.
In order to select the best value from the solution set for the noisy
block and to remove the noisy blocks from the extracted Mx, we can
take advantage of the homogeneity of the visual data, as there is high
degree of coherence in the neighborhood of a given image pixel. So we
calculate the average of the non-noisy pixel neighbors of noisy blocks
of Mx and this average value is compared with each value of the
solution set for the corresponding pixels, and then select the value
from the solution set which is giving us the least distance from
average value.
3.5.2. Probability distribution of noisy pixels
By using RSA cryptosystem, noisy pixel blocks are generated
during the extraction of the original secret image. These noisy pixels
are the values of the pixels of the original image which are factors of
the initial primes being selected. Finding the probability distribution
of these noisy pixels would help us in selecting the size of the block.
If p and q represent the initial primes in bits, then the probability of
non-noisy or correct pixels is given by:
P ðNon NoisyÞ = 1−



1
1
+
:
p
q

ð25Þ

Obviously the total number of blocks (TB) is the sum of the total
number of correct blocks (TCB) and noisy blocks (TNB), i.e. TB = TCB +
TNB. If we group the pixels into a block the TCB would be:
TCB = TB ×




1
1
+
;
1−
p
q

ð26Þ

and the TNB would be given by:
TNB = TB ×



1
1
+
:
p
q

ð27Þ

The TNB will depend on the p and q values. Theoretically, to
pﬃﬃﬃ
minimize TNB, we should have p = q = n but experimentally, that
is not possible.

Fig. 5. Extraction and reconstruction of image Mx having pixels of image M1.
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Fig. 6. a)–f) 6 secret original images M1, …, Ml, g)–l) Encrypted images with Paillier of (a)–(f), respectively.
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Assume that we have a block of single pixel, then the value of p
and q would be p ≈ 2 4 and q ≈ 2 4, if we assume
size 512 ×
 the image

512 = 2 18 pixels. Then P ðNon NoisyÞ = 1− 214 + 214 = 1− 213 , and
18
total

 number
 of correct blocks are given by TCB = 2 ×
18
15
1
1
= 2 −2 blocks.
1− 4 + 4
 The total number of noisy blocks
2

2

is given by TNB = 218 × 214 + 214 = 215 = 32768 blocks.
If the block size is two pixels, then the number of blocks in the
image will be 2 17 and probability
distribution of noisy blocks is

P ðNon NoisyÞ = 1− 18 + 18 = 1− 217 and total number of correct
2
2 


= 217 −210 blocks, and
blocks is given by TCB = 217 1− 18 + 18
2
2


total number of noisy blocks is given by TNB = 217 × 218 + 218 =
210 = 1024 blocks.
The above theoretical results are based on the symmetrical
selection of initial primes with respect to the number of bits. The
term symmetrical means that the sizes of the primes are approximately equivalent. The selection of non-symmetrical primes is
possible and mostly useful for the sake of security as the interest is
only in the product of primes p × q = n.
4. Experimental results and discussions
In this section, ﬁrst experiments over the proposed approach on
Paillier and RSA cryptosystems are discussed. Thereafter, security
analyses for the proposed approaches are carried out in the shape of
various tests like analysis of entropy, local standard deviation,
correlation of adjacent pixels and key sensitivity test.
4.1. A full example of the proposed scheme involving Paillier
Cryptosystem
For the demonstration of the proposed scheme over Paillier
Cryptosystem, experimental tests were carried out on six gray level
key-images and a secret map image, where each image is 8 bits/pixel
having a size of 512 × 512 pixels.

Since the size of keys for encryption and decryption is chosen to be
512 bits, the block size is n = 512/8 = 64 pixels, so each block consists
of 8 × 8 pixels. The encryption of six key-images M1, …, M6 and a
secret map image Mx is given by C1, …, C6 and Cx. These encrypted
images are further scrambled by applying a multiplication modulo n 2
in a speciﬁed order to get a new encrypted image Cy. Cy is then
decrypted to get My which is our intended scrambled image to be
shared through some transmission channel, not necessarily secured.
Fig. 6.a–f presents the 6 original key-images of the players. Fig. 6.g–l
illustrates the corresponding encrypted images obtained from the 6
key-images, where the image in Fig. 7.a is the secret image to be
shared securely by the dealer (treasure map), Fig. 7.b is the encrypted
version of Fig. 7.a while Fig. 7.c corresponds to the encrypted image
from the multiplication of the 7 encrypted images from Figs. 6.g–l
and 7.b.
4.1.1. Extraction with the l key-images
In Fig. 8, we show the decryption and extraction of the shared
secret image. Fig. 8.a illustrates the decrypted image which is actually
the sum of the l + 1 images that is used for the onward transfer.
Finally, Fig. 8.b shows the reconstructed image which is 100% same as
the original image Mx . It may be noted over here that the
reconstructed image does not depend on the order to subtract the l
key-images.
4.1.2. A model of generalized (l-1,l)
In order to understand the tolerance of the proposed scheme in the
absence or modiﬁcation of a key-image, it has been observed that the
proposed scheme under Paillier cryptosystem is tolerably sensitive to
any change in the key-image. This tolerance reﬂects the additive
homomorphic property of Paillier. Experiments were performed in
order to understand the behavior of additive homomorphic property
while making changes in any of the key-image and observe its impact
over the resultant extracted image. For this purpose, during the
extraction, one of the key-images from Fig. 6.a–f was replaced with a

Fig. 7. a) Secret image to be shared (Mx), b) Encrypted image with Paillier of (a), c) Encrypted image Cy obtained from multiplication of Fig. 6.g to 6.l and Fig. 7.b, d), e) and f)
Histogram of (a), (b) and (c), respectively.
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Fig. 8. a) Decrypted image of Fig. 7.c which is the scrambled shared image, b) Extracted image.

JPEG compressed image at different compression quality factors.
Fig. 9.b and d represent the extracted secret images when the keyimage in Fig. 6.d is compressed with JPEG at a quality factor of 25%, as
shown Fig. 9.a, and 50%, as shown Fig. 9.c. Sharp observation reveals
some noisy pixels in the extracted images illustrated Fig. 9.b and d, but
the overall quality is good, as corraborated by its PSNR which was
observed to be greater than 35 dB. It can be concluded from these
experiments that small variations in the original data can be tolerable
and the extraction of the secret image is possible.

To make our scheme analogous to the (k, l) threshold scheme,
described in Section 2.6, we have tailored our method to a (l − 1, l)
scheme by replacing one of the key-images with a neutral homogeneous image where all the pixels are set to 128 intensity, as shown in
Fig. 10.a. This replacement is tantamount to the absence of the image
in question, making our scheme conform to the (k, l) threshold. A
number of experiments were performed to this effect, e.g.Fig. 10.b.
illustrates the extracted image when the key-image presented Fig. 6.b.
is missing and replaced by a homogeneous image given in Fig. 10.a.

Fig. 9. a) Compressed key-image at a quality factor of 25% (PSNR = 36.58 dB), b) Extracted secret image using the compressed image of Fig. 9.a (PSNR = 36.48 dB), c) Compressed
Image at a quality factor of 50% (PSNR = 38.90 dB), d) Extracted secret image using the compressed image of Fig. 9.c (PSNR = 38.78 dB).
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Fig. 10. a) A homogeneous image, b) The resultant extracted secret image.

This experimentation shows that the extraction of the secret image is
approximately possible in the absence of one key-image.
4.2. A full example employing RSA
Fig. 11 illustrates an example of the proposed method using the
RSA algorithm. Like the Paillier cryptosystem, experimental tests were
carried out on six gray level key-images and a secret Lena image,
where each image is 8 bits/pixel having a size of 512 × 512 pixels. The
size of the keys for encryption and decryption is chosen to be 512 bits,
thus the block size becomes 64 = 8 × 8 pixels. With this key size, the
probability of pixel block values which are factors of prime product is
very small as explained in Section 4.2.1. Fig. 11.a–f presents the
original images and Fig. 11.g–l presents the corresponding encrypted
images with the RSA. Fig. 12.a presents the secret Lena image to be
shared among the participants, Fig. 12.b presents the encrypted Lena
image, Fig. 12.c presents the multiplication of the encrypted Lena
image with the other encrypted images using the proposed protocol.
Fig. 12.d–f presents the histogram of the images in Fig. 12.a–c
respectively. Fig. 13.a presents the decrypted image of Fig. 12.c, while
Fig. 13.b presents the extracted secret image of Lena.
As explained in Proposition 3.1, there may exist pixel block values
which are factors of the prime product and which may lead to
multiple solutions while extracting the secret image. For this purpose,
we used Lena image and another image keeping the prime values too
small to have multiple solutions. In Fig. 14, we show the extraction
and reconstruction of the shared secret image. Fig. 14.a illustrates the
extracted image with noisy blocks of two pixels having multiple
possible solutions. 2 Finally, Fig. 14.b shows the reconstructed image,
where the missing or noisy pixels were reassigned the mean value of
non-noisy neighboring pixels. This latter image is visually more close
to the original image, as revealed by its PSNR of 47.8 dB with reference
to the original Lena image. This value shows high degree of likeness
between the original and the reconstructed image.
4.2.1. Selection of block size
Experiments for the selection of block size have been performed
on 100 different images, based on the selection of primes of nearly
equal sizes. We found that the larger the block size, greater will be the
security and lower the risk of the noisy pixels. Table 1 shows the
probability distribution of noisy blocks for various block sizes. For our
experiments, the initially selected primes were symmetric with
respect to bit size. In Table 1, we can see that as the block size
2
For visual illustration we have chosen blocks of two pixels even if the security level
is not high.

increases, the probability of noisy blocks decreases. The experimental
results over an average of 100 images with noisy blocks (third
column) conﬁrms the statement about the inverse relationship
between the size of the block and the number of noisy blocks. We
observe that, as a rule of thumb, when the block size increases beyond
4 pixels, noisy pixel blocks are rarely observed.
For the sake of simplicity, note that primes of nearly equal sizes
have been taken for these experiments. Fig. 15.a–d shows the
graphical representation of the results when single, double, 2 × 2 = 4
and 4 × 4 = 16 pixel block are selected.
4.3. Security analysis
4.3.1. Analysis of entropy and local standard deviation
The security of the encrypted images can be measured by
considering the variations (local or global) in the protected images.
Considering this, the information content of image can be measured
with the entropy H(X), where entropy is a statistical measure of
randomness or distortion that is mostly used to characterize the texture
in the input images. If an image has 2k gray levels αi with 0 ≤ i b 2 k and
the probability of gray level αi is P(αi), and without considering the
correlation of gray levels, the entropy H(X) is deﬁned as:
2k −1

H ð X Þ = − ∑ P ðαi Þlog2 ðP ðαi ÞÞ:
i=0

ð28Þ

If the probability of each gray level in the image is P ðαi Þ = 1k , then
2
the encryption of such image is robust against statistical attacks, and
k
thus H(X) = log2(2 ) = k bits/pixel. In an image, the information
redundancy r is deﬁned as:
r = k−H ð X Þ:

ð29Þ

When r is close to 0, the security level is acceptable. Theoretically
an image is an order-M Markov source, with M being the image size.
In order to reduce the complexity, the image is cut into small blocks of
size n and considered as an order-n Markov source. The alphabet of
n
the order-n Markov source, called X′, is βi with 0 ≤ i b 2 k and the
order-n entropy H(X′) is deﬁned as:
kn

2 −1
 
 n
H X ′ = H X = − ∑ P ðβi Þlog2 ðP ðβi ÞÞ:
i=0

ð30Þ

We used 2 k = 256 gray levels and blocks of n = 2 or 3 pixels
corresponding to a pixel and its preceding neighbors. In order to have
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Fig. 11. a–f) 6 key-images M1, …, Ml, g–l) Encrypted images with RSA of (a)–(f), respectively.
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Fig. 12. a) Secret image to be shared (Mx), b) Encrypted image with of (a), c) Encrypted image Cy obtained from multiplication of Fig. 11.g to Figs. 11.l and 12.b, d), e) and f) Histogram
of (a), (b) and (c), respectively.

Fig. 13. a) Decrypted image of Fig. 12.c which is the scrambled image, b) Extracted image.

Fig. 14. a) Extracted image with blocks of two pixels, b) Reconstructed image.

N. Islam et al. / Optics Communications 284 (2011) 4412–4429
Table 1
Probability Distribution of noisy blocks for image size of 512 × 512.
Block size
in pixels

Number
of blocks

Average theoretical
noisy pixels blocks

Average experimental
noisy pixels blocks

1
2
2×2=4
4 × 4 = 16
8 × 8 = 64
16 × 16 = 256
32 × 32 = 1024
64 × 64 = 4086

218
217
216
214
212
210
28
26

215
210
2
2− 53
2− 243
2− 1018
2− 4091
2− 16380

34,650
1223
1.8
0
0
0
0
0

Table 2
1st order and 2nd order entropy of original images over Paillier scheme and RSA
scheme.

Original map image
Paillier Scheme
Original lena image
RSA scheme

H(X) 1st order entropy
(bits/pixels)

2nd order entropy
(bits/pixels)

7.28
7.99
7.45
7.99

13.35
15.80
12.33
15.76

minimum redundancy i.e. r ≈ 0, as required by Eq. (29), we should
have k = 8 bits/pixel for Eq. (28) and k = 16 or 24 bits/block for
Eq. (30).
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We also analyzed the variation of the local standard deviation σ( j)
for each pixel p(j) by taking into account its m neighbors to calculate
the local mean pð jÞ according to the following equation:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
1 m 
∑ pðiÞ−pð jÞ ;
σ ð jÞ =
m i=1

ð31Þ

where m is the size of the pixel block to calculate the local mean and
standard deviation, and 0 ≤ j b M.
Fig. 16 shows the histograms of the original and the scrambled
images using the proposed two schemes based on the Paillier and RSA
cryptosystems. Here a visible change in the histogram shape can be
observed between the plain images and the corresponding transmitted image. In Fig. 16.d and h, we can see uniform distributions of the
gray level values among the pixel coordinates of the transmitted
image, while for the original images, Fig. 16.c and g, their peaks of gray
level values which signify some shapes or objects are present.
From Eq. (28) we get high entropy values of 1st order and 2nd order
over the transmitted scrambled images, while using the proposed
schemes for Paillier and RSA. The information redundancy r for the
scrambled image, involving the Paillier scheme over 1st order entropy is
0.01 and that for 2nd order entropy is 0.20 which are negligible as
compared to those for the original image, i.e. 0.72 and 2.65 for 1st and
2nd order respectively (Table 2). The value of r for scrambled image,
involving RSA-based scheme, over 1st order entropy is 0.00079 and over
2nd order entropy is 0.24 as against 0.55 and 3.67 for 1st and 2nd order
respectively (Table 2), with the original image.

Fig. 15. Noise frequency for 100 images of size 512 × 512: a) In single pixel block, b) In 2 pixel block, c) In 4 pixel block, d) In 16 pixel block.
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Fig. 15 (continued).

We also analyzed the variation of the local standard deviation σ for
each pixel while taking its neighbors into account. The mean local
standard deviation equals 73.86 gray levels for the scrambled image of
Fig. 16.b using Paillier-based scheme, whereas the mean local
standard deviation equals 13.38 gray levels for the original Map

image. Similarly, the mean local standard deviation equals 72.60 gray
levels for the scrambled image of Fig. 13.a using RSA-based scheme,
whereas the mean local standard deviation equals 6.21 gray levels for
the original Lena image. These analyses show that the scrambled
images are protected against statistical attacks.

N. Islam et al. / Optics Communications 284 (2011) 4412–4429
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Fig. 16. a) Original map image, b) Scrambled image from Fig. 8.a for safe transmission of (a) using Paillier, c, d) Histogram of (a) and (b) respectively, e) Original Lena image,
f) Scrambled image from Fig. 13.a for safe transmission of (e) using RSA, g, h) Histogram of (e) and (f) respectively.

4.3.2. Correlation of adjacent pixels
Visual data is usually highly correlated i.e. pixel values are highly
probable to repeat in horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions.

Since RSA public-key cryptosystem is not random in nature, it gives
the same results for the same values of the inputs. It means that if an
image region is highly correlated or having same values, then the
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Table 3
Correlation of horizontal, vertical and diagonal adjacent pixels in two images using
Paillier cryptosystem.

Horizontal
Vertical
Diagonal

Plain map image

Scrambled image

0.8287
0.8529
0.7905

1.7112 × 10− 4
0.0027
0.0034

Table 4
Correlation of horizontal, vertical and diagonal adjacent pixels in two images using RSA
cryptosystem.

Horizontal
Vertical
Diagonal

Plain Lena image

Scrambled image

0.9936
0.9731
0.9309

0.00240
0.00013
0.00022

public-key encryption will produce the same results, and a cryptanalyst may have enough clues to the information content related to the
original image. An image based cryptosystem is considered robust
against statistical attacks if it succeeds in providing low correlation
between the neighboring pixels. The proposed encryption scheme
generates a ciphered image with low correlation among the adjacent
pixels. A correlation of a pixel with its neighboring pixel is given by
ordered pair (xi, yi) where yi is the adjacent pixel of xi:
corrðx;yÞ

!

n 
1
xi − xi
yi − yi
∑
=
;
M−1 0
σx
σy

ð32Þ

where M represents the total number of tuples (xi, yi), xi and yi
represents their respective means and σx and σy represent their
respective standard deviations.
In Table 3, we can see correlation values of original map image and
the transmitted scrambled image using Paillier cryptosystem. Here
the correlation coefﬁcients in horizontal, vertical and diagonal
directions are higher in plain map image while these values are
very small in the encrypted images. Similarly, in Table 4, we can see
correlation values of Lena image and the corresponding transmitted
scrambled image using RSA cryptosystem. It can be noticed from these
tables that the proposed schemes minimize the correlation coefﬁcients in horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions.

4.3.3. Key sensitivity test
Robustness of a cryptosystem can be improved if it is made highly
sensitive towards the key. The more sensitive the visual data to the
key, more would be the data randomness higher the value of the
entropy, leading and hence to lower visual correlation among the
pixels of the image. For this purpose, a key sensitivity test was
conceived where we picked one key, K1, of 512 bits and then apply the
proposed techniques for encryption, followed by a one bit change in
the length of the key i.e. K2 of 511 bits and then re-apply the proposed
encryption techniques. Numerical results show that the proposed
approach is highly sensitive towards the key change i.e. a totally
different version of scrambled image was produced when the keys
were changed, as shown in Fig. 17, which is an example of using RSAbased scheme. The correlation between the two encrypted images
which are produced by applying the proposed approach, with two

Fig. 17. Key sensitivity test: a) Encrypted image with key, K1, b) Encrypted image with key, K2.

Fig. 18. a) Image encrypted with K1 and decrypted with K2, b) Reconstructed image.
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different keys K1 and K2, is given by 0.118 for RSA-based scheme and
0.0952 for Paillier-based scheme, which means there is negligible
amount of correlation among the pixels of the ciphered images
produced with different keys. Also, if we encrypt an image with one
key (K1) and decrypt with another key (K2) and then apply the
proposed scheme for the reconstruction of the original image, we
cannot get the original image. This observation over the RSA-based
scheme can be deduced from Fig. 18.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a method for sharing a secret image
using key-images by exploiting the additive homomorphic property
of Paillier cryptosystem and the multiplicative homomorphic property of RSA cryptosystem. The proposed method is analogous to the
VSS scheme but here we took a number of different key-images and
then exploited the homomorphic property of public key cryptosystems to devise a protocol where a scrambled secret image is formed.
Of the two schemes employed, i.e. Paillier and RSA, it has been shown
that the extracted image from additive homomorphic Paillier
cryptosystem observes no change. On the other hand, in the
application of the RSA, which is multiplicative homomorphic, care
must be taken while selecting the size of the pixel blocks for
encryption, in order to avoid prime multiplicity problem. We showed
that the extraction of the original secret image, involving the RSA
algorithm, is possible if a block size of more than 4 × 4 is used whereby
the probability of noisy pixels approaches 0. The advantages of the
proposed approach are the low computational cost at the extraction
process, limiting of the dealer's intervention in the secret sharing
process and no increase in the size of shared scrambled image. We can
use the proposed scheme in various applications on any public key
cryptosystem that satisﬁes the desired additive or multiplicative
homomorphic property.
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